
English  

Sentence Writing  

The family celebrated. 

Can you improve this sentence by adding  

1. a relative (which/ who/that) clause in the middle.  

Example:  

The family (who could now see their friends) celebrated.  

2. expand the noun phrase 

Example:  

The Jones family from Liverpool (who could now see their friends) celebrated. 

3. add a fronted adverbial phrase (TRaMP)  

Example:  

With joy in their hearts, the Jones family from Liverpool (who could now see their friends) celebrated. 

 

4. add a prepositional (place) phrase after the word ‘celebrated’.  
 

With joy in their hearts, the Jones family from Liverpool (who could now see their friends) celebrated in the streets. 

5. add a subordinate clause at the end using AWHITEBUS.  

Example:  

With joy in their hearts, the Jones family from Liverpool (who could now see their friends) celebrated in the streets as lockdown 

was lifted.  

 
Think and Write 

  

1. The first sentence must use a subordinate clause at the end. (AWHITEBUS) 

The giant reptile launched through the city streets before anyone had a chance to stop it. 

2. The second sentence must include a relative clause (using which, who or that).  

Its jaws (which dripped with drool) gnashed with hunger. 

3. The third sentence must include an expanded noun phrase (a noun with adjectives or other nouns to tell you more 

about the noun). 

The horrified and confused citizens ran for cover into shops and buildings. 

4. The fourth sentence must include a modal verb (could, would, should, might etc). 

They knew that they must avoid being spotted by the ravenous predator and that they should find cover quickly. 

5. The fifth sentence must include a fronted adverbial phrase (TRaMP). 

Spotting a meaty, human feast, the dinosaur noticed an unsuspecting victim however… and stomped towards its 

prey.   



 

Design a Funky PPE Uniform  

  

 Gaudi Art Work:  copy and enlarge the outlines and fill them in with ripped up coloured scrap- paper.  

 

    
 Healthy Eating: A Balanced Diet  

 

   

 
 

Example of the Gaudi 

collage technique of 

tearing up bits of paper… 


